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Knowledge is a tremendous resource.
For it to retain its value, it must be
nurtured, documented and shared. This
is not only our daily business; it’s our
greatest passion. With over a century
of textile heritage in the TextielMuseum,
coupled with the TextielLab’s specialist
staff and technology, here, traditional
craftsmanship and pioneering visions
are interwoven in a constant creative
dialogue. By opening these unique
facilities to the outside world, and
connecting industry, talent and expertise
together as partners, we provide the
ideal climate for innovation. Our loyal
supporters play an important role
in making this possible and we are
grateful to them for recognising the
value of what we do.
Errol van de Werdt,
Director Stichting Mommerskwartier

Chapter 01 – Special Projects
& Collaborations
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FOREWORD

Fabric developed at the TextielLab is popping up in
high-profile projects across the globe, from the
Persian Gulf to the Parisian catwalk. A strong
commitment to quality and a willingness to invest
in bold concepts continue to bring top names in
art, architecture, fashion and design to our atelier.
Monumental contemporary tapestries, opulent
jacquards, clever circular knits or delicate museum
pieces; all arrive here as ideas that then take on a
physical form through yarns, dyes, patterns and
bindings. It’s a process that challenges and inspires
us to seek new solutions, explore untried terrain and
go that little bit further, every step of the way.
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TUFTING, WEAVING & DYEING

DOHA

NAME

INSIDE OUTSIDE
TITLE

COsMIC CurTAIn
TECHNIQUE
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WEAvInG

TextielLab team checking the results

Weaving doesn’t get more complex than
this. Two years of research went into
developing this giant folding curtain for
the new Qatar National Library by leading
Dutch architects OMA. Designed to section
off the auditorium for special events, some
700 metres of fabric had to fold neatly in
and out with every use. Design studio Inside
Outside created and tested innumerable
weaves together with in-house experts
to meet the high technical and aesthetic
requirements. As existing fire retardant
yarns didn’t provide the desired shine, the
TextielLab developed a custom fireproofing
method. With deep blues and lustrous
silvers, the curtain’s 96 panels are a
moving tribute to the desert night.

the finished fabric

sketch of the auditorium

GIANT
trying out the fabric on site
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YARN SELECTION

01
vIsCOsEBAsT
This natural yarn
was specifically
developed for the
Cosmic Curtain
project. It combines
a crisp feel with
a flat, raffia-like
surface.
The final design
incorporates various
colours and
gradations of shine
to attain the desired
look. A special
treatment during
production adds
a flame-retardant
finish.
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InsIdE OuTsIdE

ARTFUL

NAME

‘The staff’s dedication
and genuine interest in
understanding the artist make
it possible to create intense and
amazing artworks’

STÉPHANE BLANQUET
TITLE

nEW CrEATIvE LAnGuAGE
TECHNIQUE

WEAvInG

Stéphane Blanquet – Artist
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Stéphane Blanquet is a prolific multimedia
artist based in Paris. From graphic novels
to animation and sculpture, his images
are like no other, evoking a lurid world of
bizarre creatures and scenes. Now, for the
first time, he has chosen to weave his bold
lines and stark contrasts in fabric. Using
silk, wool, mohair, cotton and lurex, the
artist worked closely with TextielLab
technicians to translate his expressive
visions in seven tapestries, with another
37 works planned over the next two years.
art on the loom

EXPRESSION

studio TextielLab
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‘La Pythie Face aux Signes’, 165x285 cm

‘La Beauté Bafouée’, 165x250 cm

‘Attentes Exaspérées’, 165x180 cm

NAME

RONAN AND ERWAN
BOUROULLEC

SEE

TITLE

unTITLEd
TECHNIQUE

WEAvInG
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‘It was a great opportunity
to work with the specialised staff
at the TextielLab’
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec – Designers

Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec need little
introduction, with numerous contemporary
classics to their name and designs that
feature in modern art museums from Paris
to New York and London. In this recent
work, they created a multilayered jacquard
tapestry with patterns and colours that
change with every angle. The aim was to
capture a sense of brilliance and light,
which was achieved through a dynamic
interplay between shiny, reflective and
matt materials. The piece formed part of
the brothers’ recent ‘Seventeen Screens’
installation at the Tel Aviv Museum of Art.
finishing by hand

THE

LIGHT
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the designers checking the fabric
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YARN SELECTION

rOnAn And ErWAn
BOurOuLLEC
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POLyEsTEr

METALIsEd
FILM

GIMP yArn

METALIsEd
FILM

A synthetic yarn used
for its bright colours
and shine. Gives the
textile a silky,
blueish sheen.

This yarn resembles
the magnetic tape
used in vintage
cassettes: a synthetic
film measuring 5 mm
wide, coated in an
ultra-thin layer of
metal.

This shiny and rigid
yarn consists of a
nylon core with
viscose tightly wound
around it. Together
with the metallised
film, it adds depth
to the finished fabric.

Similar to the
previous metallised
film, but narrower,
with a width of 3
mm. This glossy
yarn has a rippled,
mirror-like effect.

DRAWING

NAME

HERINGA/VAN KALSBEEK
TITLE

ArMOr

‘The specialist skills available make
this an interesting place to discover
new techniques. It keeps us sharp’

TECHNIQUE

the canvas is laser cut

Heringa/Van Kalsbeek – Artists

Amsterdam-based artists Heringa/Van
Kalsbeek create evocative sculptures
assembled from a variety of found objects.
This year, the TextielMuseum invited the
duo to make a large new work for the
museum collection. Inspired by their own
assortment of ethnographic artefacts, and
a traditional Chinese bridal headpiece in
particular, the artists created intricate
wing-like shapes of laser-cut canvas at
the TextielLab. These are draped over a
metal frame and coated in coloured resin
to resemble a ‘drawing in space’. The finished
piece features in the TextielMuseum’s ‘Going
Soft’ exhibition, which runs from end 2016
until 7 May, 2017.
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LAsEr CuTTInG

assembling the sculpture

IN

SPACE
a Chinese bridal headpiece inspired this new work
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‘Armor’, 220x231x65 cm

‘Armor’, back view

NAME

JANTIEN JONGSMA
TITLE

WELCOME sOFTnEss LOvE

COURT
HOUSE

TECHNIQUE

woven detail

Artist Jantien Jongsma was commissioned
for a grand tapestry as a fitting new
entrance to the Utrecht courthouse. Jongsma
decided on nature as a theme, to add a
softer human element to a site otherwise
characterised by tough decisions. Her
elaborate landscape of flowers, birds and
people comes to life on the jacquard loom
in a combination of mohair, cotton, acrylic
and linen. Here, the challenge lay in the
details, and extra time was spent to get the
desired effect. As a finishing touch, Jongsma
created extra accents in silk embroidery.

original painting

COMMISSION
the tapestry in full glory at the new Utrecht courthouse
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WEAvInG

TextielLab – 30
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‘Welcome softness love’, 8.40x1.60 m.

NAME

RAFAËL ROZENDAAL
TITLE

INTERNET

ABsTrACT BrOWsInG
TECHNIQUE

WEAvInG
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Rafaël Rozendaal, ‘15 05 11 Pinterest’, 2015. Jacquard weaving 144.1x266.1 cm

For New York-based artist Rafaël Rozendaal,
the internet and art are inextricably intertwined. He has spent over a decade creating
websites as independent works of art, with
bright blocks of colour consistently defining
his style. In this new work, he creates a
physical expression of his digital aesthetic
in a series of woven tapestries. An internet
plug-in that he programmed himself
attributes colours to different website
sections. The resulting patterns are woven
in vibrant acrylics. His work has gained
global recognition, appearing everywhere
from Times Square to Centre Pompidou and
the Venice Biennale.
colour research

Rafaël Rozendaal, ‘15 05 05 Twitter’, 2015. Jacquard weaving 144.1x266.1 cm

ART
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‘Abstract Browsing’ at Steve Turner in Los Angeles

‘Bringing the brightness and
saturation of the screen to textiles
was an interesting journey’
Rafaël Rozendaal – Artist

WORLD

NAME

URSULA WAGNER
& TheGreenEyl
TITLE

WOrTArBEIT
TECHNIQUE

in the hands of the maker

Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Snow White:
some of today’s best-loved fairytale
characters owe their fame to the Brothers
Grimm. Less well known is the fact that
the brothers were also important linguists,
penning the first definitive German dictionary.
It is this dictionary that inspired a large
textile installation at the new Grimm World
museum in Kassel, honouring the brothers’
work. Ursula Wagner collaborated with
Berlin agency TheGreenEyl to create the
design. At the TextielLab she incorporated
13 different yarns in complex multi-layered
bindings to create a dynamic textured fabric
full of contrasts. Shiny and dull, fluffy and
clean, soft and stiff − the fabric is as
dynamic as language itself.
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WEAvInG

installing the finished work

OF
woven words

WORDS

‘The delicate fabric has many colours.
It is very rich, but in a subtle way’
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Ursula Wagner – Designer

MATERIALISING
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textiles and demographics combined

Interested in visualising socio-political
issues, award-winning Italian artist Rossella
Biscotti created a series of weavings
depicting the demographics of Brussels;
her current home base. In her designs she
combines a fascination with early data
processing and the punch card system of
the first automated jacquard looms. Using a
black or white warp, she experimented with
up to 25 different greys, going from light
to dark. She also used traditional bindings
from the TextielMuseum collection adapted
for modern software and machines to
create a contemporary fabric. This project
encompasses four works, all woven at the
TextielLab. One of them has been acquired
by the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam.

detail of ‘Dead Minorities’

NAME

ROSSELLA BISCOTTI
TITLE

10x10
TECHNIQUE

WEAvInG

DATA

real data forms an abstract pattern

NAME

buroBELÉN

STAYING

TITLE

LIvInG COLOurs
TECHNIQUE
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TuFTInG, WEAvInG & dyEInG

organic dyed cones and throws

the hand-tufting atelier

Fading colours are normally a serious faux
pas when it comes to interior textiles. But
in nature, colours never stay the same.
buroBELÉN set about exploring how colour
changes through time, using organic dyes
to create subtle colour gradients in a
series of throws and a tufted rug. In the
course of their research, the designers
developed a way of dyeing on the cone.
Only the outside is coloured, slowly
disappearing the closer you get to the
core. When woven into fabric, the different
shades come to life in an Ikat-type pattern.
The project is a unique co-production,
bringing together students, designers and
colour specialists.

POWER
woven throws

NAME

BERNHARD CELLA

OUTSIDE

TITLE

AvAnT LA LETTrE
TECHNIQUE

colour study

For the Salzburg City Library, Bernhard
Cella created a large woven tapestry
inspired by reflections of the surroundings.
He was particularly taken by the dynamic
interplay of natural and artificial light on
the building’s façade during twilight. By
integrating this in his design, he brings the
outside inside, weaving together 12 to 20
different shades of cotton to do so. Silver
thread adds a fine sheen, accentuating the
mirrored effect. The end result measures
a monumental 73 metres.

artist at work at the TextielLab

INSPIRATION
on site in Salzburg City Library
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WEAvInG

Photography is central to much of artist
Lisa Oppenheim’s work, and she often uses
textiles to make photographic images.
Now, in a reversal of this process, she has
produced textiles from images selected
from influential curator Seth Seigelaub’s
textile collection. She inserted two punch
cards of patterns from the collection on
top of each other in a traditional jacquard
loom, as you might do with negatives in a
darkroom enlarger. This ended up ‘jamming’
the loom, producing sections without any
weaving. The cotton warp is revealed,
creating a type of ‘negative space’ in the
pattern. In this way, the process becomes
part of the finished textile design.

jacquard woven textile in wooden frame, 177.8x142.24 cm

Lisa Oppenheim at the TextielLab

NAME

LISA OPPENHEIM
TITLE

JACquArd WEAvEs

FINISH

TECHNIQUE

WEAvInG
jacquard woven textile in wooden frame, 177.8x142.24 cm
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PHOTO

ART

NOUVEAU
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original pattern by Theodoor Nieuwenhuis

panel detail

NAME

ZZDP ARCHITECTS
TITLE

KONINKLIJKE
INDUSTRIEELE
GROOTE CLUB
TECHNIQUE

WEAVING

What began as a gentlemen’s club in the
heart of Amsterdam at the end of the 18th
century, has now become a modern venue
for professionals to relax or talk business.
Housed in a listed building in the heart of
Amsterdam dating from 1916, the interior
still retains many art nouveau features,
including textile wall panels designed by
Theodoor Nieuwenhuis. As part of an
extensive refurbishment, ZZDP Architects
chose two original Nieuwenhuis designs
from the TextielMuseum collection to
develop a new fabric inspired by the
original patterns. The panels capture the
spirit of the authentic interior, adding a
modern twist.

heritage pattern - modern technique

‘The TextielLab
collaborated with
us from conception
to final product’

AFRESH

ZZDP – Architects
inspiration from the archives

NAME

THE INVISIBLE PARTY

SUITE

TITLE

HOTEL W
TECHNIQUE

WEAvInG
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the history of Amserdam woven into the bedspread

DESIGN
custom made pillows
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In the heart of the Dutch capital a new
five-star hotel has just opened its doors:
the W Amsterdam. Set in the city’s former
Telephone Exchange dating from 1903, the
high-end hotel is already known for its hip
take on design. Design studio The Invisible
Party developed custom textiles for the
guest rooms and suites. Incorporated in
the bedspread is the woven font previously
developed by Bertjan Pot at the TextielLab,
allowing guests to read all about the city
while snuggled under the covers. The
pillows reveal images of quirky figurines
found in local windowsills.

CIRCLE

OF
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knitted detail

NAME

RIK TEN VELDEN

‘The entire process was very smooth.
We created the lampshade together’

TITLE

THE urCHIn
TECHNIQUE

Rik ten Velden – Designer

Lights tend to be firm fixtures in an interior.
Once purchased they remain the same year
in, year out. Proving that this does not have
to be the case is the ‘Urchin’ floor and wall
lamp by Rick ten Velden. Each model comes
with shades that can be easily replaced,
changing the colour to suit particular tastes
or moods. The soft, woollen exterior is
knitted in a seamless circle and fits snugly
over a steel frame, adding a tactile element
to this sleek design.

KnITTInG

LIGHT

SOFT

NAME

TANJA SMEETS
TITLE

nEBuLA And
THE sOFT MACHInE
TECHNIQUE

laser-cut felt

Uncontrolled organic growth is a common
theme for artist Tanja Smeets. In this recent
piece commissioned for the TextielMuseum
collection, Smeets created plant-like shapes
that form hanging structures when draped
over each other layer by layer. They are
part of a larger, sculptural installation.
Limp, knitted stems and funnels contrast
with clean-edged laser-cut felt in a tactile,
imaginative mix. The finished work features
in the TextielMuseum’s ‘Going Soft’ exhibition,
which runs from end 2016 until 7 May, 2017.
The exhibition displays intriguing new
collection pieces produced at the TextielLab.
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KnITTInG & LAsEr CuTTInG

artist at work at the TextielLab

&

SCULPTURAL
delicate handwork
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‘The knits are like nothing we’ve
made before – at first glance,
it doesn’t look like knitting’
Sarena Huizinga – TextielLab product developer

testing different knits

56
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intricately cut felt

visualisation of the woven ‘Oil Carpet’

STAYING
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work in progress

NAME

preparing weaving files

WE MAKE CARPETS
TITLE

rEAL CArPET
TECHNIQUE

TuFTInG & WEAvInG
visualisation of the tufted ‘Animal Carpet’

POWER
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Surprisingly, art collective WE MAKE
CARPETS has never made an actual carpet.
Since 2009, the group has specialised in
temporary carpet-like installations of
individual objects including everything from
plastic forks to matches and rubber bands
as a way of showcasing the beauty of the
everyday. Now, for the first time, the artists
have turned their hand to making a carpet
that lasts. As in all of their work, the aim
is to make the materials and process
visible in the end result. The ‘Real Carpet’
series comes in three versions relating to
type of fibres used. There’s an ‘Animal
Carpet’, a ‘Plant Carpet’, and an ‘Oil Carpet’.

NAME

CONNY GROENEWEGEN

STRONG

TITLE

ELECTrIC CO KnITs
TECHNIQUE
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KnITTInG

form over function

innovative sculpted knit

By combining industrial monofilaments
with softer yarns such as virgin wool and
fake fur in technically demanding knits,
Dutch fashion designer Conny Groenewegen
explores new terrain, pioneering clothes with
a unique rigidity. It’s as if they have a will
of their own. The fabric gains a 3D, sculpted
effect that accentuates the outlines, creating
a silhouette that is both futuristic and
familiar. Sweaters and bomber jackets are
reimagined, with zigzag stitch patterns
referencing the original archetypes.

SILHOUETTE

‘I could not have created these
knits without the TextielLab and
their professional expertise’
Conny Groenewegen – Fashion designer

YARN SELECTION

COnny GrOEnEWEGEn
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02

03
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02

03

MOnOFILAMEnT
nyLOn

EyELAsH
yArn

MOnOFILAMEnT
nyLOn

This synthetic yarn
is made from a
single filament
with a diameter of
0.2 mm. It gives
strength and volume
to the knit.

This hairy yarn is
made from wool,
alpaca and nylon.
The long woollen
pile gives the fabric
a furry look and
texture.

Similar to the black
monofilament, this
transparent yarn is
used for its rigidity,
giving a lasting
shape to the knitted
fabric.

NAME

ALEKSANDRA GACA
FOR IRIS VAN HERPEN

CATWALK

TITLE

FLOrO
TECHNIQUE

fashion by Iris van Herpen

PREMIERE

Award-winning Dutch fashion designer Iris
van Herpen has selected an innovative 3D
fabric by Aleksandra Gaca for use in her
new catwalk collection, recently presented
at Paris Fashion Week. The ‘FLORO’, fabric
features a unique cushioned pattern with
strong contrasts between matt and shiny
surfaces, adding a sense of depth. The 3D
effect is visible on both sides of the fabric
and does more than create an interesting
aesthetic – it can also improve the
acoustics of a space. It is the latest in
Gaca’s ‘Architextiles’ series, developed in
conjunction with the TextielLab. Often
used in interior design, this is its first
appearance as a fashion fabric.
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WEAvInG

3D weaving

fabrics by Aleksandra Gaca

There is no shortage of new textile talent. What is
often lacking are the time and facilities to cultivate
that talent. In this sense, the TextielLab is an
important gateway to specialist skills and technology
that are otherwise hard to access. Here, students
and graduates from leading academies across
Europe and beyond can boost their creative
capacity with the technical knowhow to help them
realise their full potential. They get the chance to
explore new techniques and materials while gaining
hands-on experience alongside masters in their
craft. From the latest weaving software to age-old
twining techniques, the skills they learn here serve
them throughout their careers.

& EDUCATION

Chapter 02 – Young talent
& Education

02
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YOUNG TALENT

KNITTING
KNITTING

SASHA DE KONINCK

VARIOUS

WEAVING & EMBROIDERY

MOAM COLLECTIVE

MELISSA LEANDRO

KNITTING

PASSEMENTERIE

CREATIEF VAKMAN
SintLucas

ADRIANUS KUNDERT
WEAVING

KNITTING

CAMILLE BERGER

SHANG-YU
DANNY LEE

KNITTING

TUFTING

DESIREE VAN DER
GRACHT

ZOÉ COSTES
PASSEMENTERIE
EMBROIDERY

BIKJE VAN SOEST

EEF LUBBERS
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HELLA JONGERIUS
FOR by TextielMuseum

TOGETHER WITH...
NAME

HELLA JONGERIUS
FOR by TextielMuseum
TITLE

THE TEACHEr & THE TAuGHT
TECHNIQUE

KnITTInG

Studio Truly Truly discussing the first trials

Acclaimed Dutch designer Hella Jongerius
is known for her refreshing fusion of
traditional crafts and contemporary
technology. In an exciting collaboration, the
TextielMuseum teamed her up with selected
young talents to design a series of throws
inspired by the museum’s heritage collection
and the innovative possibilities of the
TextielLab. In the atelier, designers Simone
Post and Studio Truly Truly experimented
with a raft of materials, patterns and
techniques and Hella Jongerius assisted
them in developing their concept. With this
modern take on the classic master and
apprentice partnership, all involved gain
from shared insights along the way. The
designs are available exclusively through
in-house label, by TextielMuseum.

hands on approach with the whole team at the TextielLab

JONGERIUSLAB
Simone Post’s drawings and yarn study
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Hella Jongerius and her team of young talents

TextielLab – 72

Hella Jongerius – Designer
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From: ‘Beyond the New, A Search for Ideals in Design’ 2015: Hella Jongerius and Louise Schouwenberg

knitted throw co-created with Hella Jongerius

‘Cultural and historical awareness
are woven into the DNA of any
worthwhile product. There is value
in continually re-examining what
already exists, delving into the archives,
poring over the classics’

NAME

MOAM collective

FASHION

TITLE

COLLECTIvE 2
TECHNIQUE
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vArIOus

original designs

Innovation, sustainability, craftsmanship
and cooperation are the keywords that
define this edition of MOAM collective.
The fashion collective is a platform for
new talent founded by Martijn Nekoui. This
year, the five students selected were given
free rein to experiment at the TextielLab
while working on their joint collection.
Supported by a team of in-house specialists,
the designers printed, knit, wove and
embroidered one-of-a-kind trimmings and
fabrics to produce no less than 24 fashionforward looks inspired by the Renaissance.
The catwalk collection was given a grand
launch at the Rijksmuseum.

campaign poster

coaching session with fashion icon Frans Ankoné

FORWARD
finishing the fabrics in Amsterdam
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MOAM catwalk show

inspired by the Renaissance

‘In the TextielLab, students can
experience what it is like to work
for and with professionals within
multiple disciplines’

BANK

NAME

CREATIEF VAKMAN SintLucas
TITLE

rABOBAnK
TECHNIQUE

KnITTInG

Every year, textile students at SintLucas
college in Boxtel are given the opportunity
to put theory into practice at the TextielLab,
gaining technical work experience in their
chosen field. This year, to celebrate the
100th anniversary of Rabobank Maas and
Waal, the students were asked to design
a commemorative gift featuring the bank’s
bold corporate blue-and-orange branding.
There was no shortage of inspiration as
the students created a range of striking
graphic knits for everything from pillows
and throws to fashionable scarves.

ON
students at the circular knitting machine
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Floortje de Boer – Educator TextielMuseum

getting creative with Rabobank corporate colours

IT

MIX

IT

‘Rarely have I worked
with people as willing to
push and experiment’

As a fabric developer and textile artist,
Shang-Yu Danny Lee is interested in exploring
how to combine weaving and knitting in the
same fabric, seeing what makes the two
techniques different and at the same time
bringing them as close together as possible.
Through trial and error, he was able to use
existing machines in new ways. His hybrid
techniques feature in a coat and series of
sweaters. Lee is currently working on his
PhD at the Royal of College of Art in London,
with a focus on integrating technique,
technology and materials.
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Shang-Yu Danny Lee – Fabric developer & textile artist

evaluating the results fresh from the Stoll knitting machine

NAME

Shang-Yu DannY Lee
TITLE

sTruCTurE: COnsTruCTIOn

UP

TECHNIQUE

KnITTInG

MORE

THAN
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In this versatile flooring system, Zoé
Costes combines wood, concrete, stoneware
and carpet tiles to evolve with the different
demands of every room in the house. The
carpet tiles are hand tufted using natural
wool. A subtle colour gradient marks the
transition between materials as the shade
shifts from white, to soft yellow, orange,
and deep red. The height of the tufted pile
also changes with the colour: the darker
the shade, the higher the pile. Costes
developed the system as a Design Academy
Eindhoven graduate project.

‘A great opportunity to discover
all that tufting has to offer’

shaded carpet tiles

Zoé Costes – Designer

hand-tufting atelier

NAME

ZOÉ COSTES
TITLE

TrAnsITIOn FLOOr
TECHNIQUE

TuFTInG

A FLOOR

NAME

BIKJE VAN SOEST

ARTFUL

TITLE

unTITLEd
TECHNIQUE

EMBrOIdEry
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work in progress

For her final year at Dresden Academy of
Fine Arts, Bikje van Soest created a series
of embroidered artworks featuring an
abstract pattern of geometrical shapes.
At the TextielLab, she experimented with
embroidering this pattern in fine wire
mesh, with the soft textile thread in direct
contrast to the metal background. Her
selected techniques, materials and designs
reflect her interest in the domain between
2D and 3D forms. These mini wall
hangings are part of a larger installation
including a large ceramic floor relief.
embroidered art

STITCHING
rinsing the wire mesh
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Conductive yarn, elastic and wool are
ingeniously combined in this series of
smart knitwear designed for fidgety types
by Sasha de Koninck. When we are nervous
or uncomfortable, we sweat. This sweat
activates the conductive yarn knit as a
continuous filament, producing a sound
when the fabric is fiddled with. In an
instant, the wearer becomes a composer.
De Koninck is working on her Master’s
at SAIC (School of the Art Institute of
Chicago) and was able to develop her
concept with support from the TextielLab.

Interested in topographical symbols as a
means of conveying personal memories,
Melissa Leandro came to the TextielLab to
experiment with embroidery and weaving
techniques in unique combinations of yarns
and textures including rubber. Using aerial
views and maps as a source for drawings
and collages, she then translated these
into ‘fabric landscapes’ comprising three
large woven wall hangings and off-grid
embroidery. Leandro is a Master’s student
at SAIC (School of the Art Institute of
Chicago).
a mix of weaving and embroidery
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designed to age beautifully

We have become accustomed to throwing
things away when they show signs of wear.
But why not embrace this process, using
it to increase the value and appeal of an
object? That is what Adrianus Kundert
set out to do in this graduate project for

&

‘It’s fantastic to experiment
and make my vision of
transformative textiles come true’

Design Academy Eindhoven. As the individual
filaments of these rugs become worn,
different colours, textures or patterns appear,
adding character and life. The finished
product is not the rug you buy, it’s the one
that evolves over time, with every footstep.

Adrianus Kundert – Designer

IMPROVED
Bijschrift

‘How exciting to be able to
extend my research in the presence
of professionals, technicians,
designers and students from
schools across Europe’
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finished blanket

mathematics behind the weaving

FROM
multilayered woven tent

ONE
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After being selected as a European Textile
Trainee at the TextielLab and winning the
‘Most Promising Talent’ award last year,
Camille Berger returned to resume his
exploration of multilayered weaving
techniques. He investigated a way to
make products that are virtually complete
straight from the loom. He produced a tent,
blanket and pair of trousers to illustrate
the broad spectrum of possible applications
of his method. The focus here is on new
techniques rather than on specific end
products. Berger is a Master’s student in
textile design at La Cambre in Brussels.

Camille Berger – Designer
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NAME

DESIREE VAN
DER GRACHT
TITLE

THE FuTurE HOME
TECHNIQUE

KnITTInG

In response to our rushed, hyperconnected
existence, Design Academy Eindhoven
graduate Desiree van der Gracht sought
a way to help people relax. She developed
textiles that ‘breathe’, rising and falling at
a peaceful pace for us to follow. Air bags
enveloped inside her soft knits rhythmically
expand and contract to mimic slow, deep
breaths. When incorporated in room dividers
or seating, the fabric is able to bring a
restful ambience back into our interiors,
and our lives.

‘Textiles are close to us.
Integrating technology in textiles
makes it possible to design
meaningful innovations’
Desiree van der Gracht – Designer

soft knits awaiting air bags

BREATHE OUT
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a new ‘breathing’ textile

COLOUR

specialist support at the TextielLab
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smart textiles in the making

Technology meets fashion in this futuristic
yarn by Eef Lubbers that can be programmed
to change colour. When incorporated into
an interactive dress by fashion designer
Malou Beemer, the shade shifts as the
wearer changes position, accentuating
individual body language. Adopt a tall pose
with arms spread wide and the yarn echoes
that boldness, becoming brighter towards
the outer edges. This can help increase the
wearer’s confidence. Here, Lubbers aims
to show how technology can influence the
function of clothing, and the future of
fashion as a whole. Lubbers developed the
yarn for her Master’s in Industrial Design
at TU Eindhoven.
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